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Cimorelli - Made In America
Tom: G

   C
Striped flag
Wrapped around my head
G
Blue, white
Little bit of red
Em
Live free
Like we always said
D
Ohh whoa ohh

C
California
Born and raised
G
Work hard
Gonna make a name
Em
Gettin' closer everyday
D
Ohh whoa ohh

C
I know my life is gettin' better
G
It's on no matter what the weather
Em
We're gonna celebrate together
D
All night long
C
And they say age is just a number
G
But we're not gettin' any younger
Em
So let's celebrate together
D
All night long

C
Singing like wooa
             G
Singing like wooa

Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america
C
It's true
G
Baby it's true
Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america

C
New york
And back to l.a.
G
Sat down
Down to n.y.a
Em
Bright lights
In the u.s.a
D
Ohh whoa ohh

C
Shoutout
To the countryboys
G
Small towns
Time to raise your voice

Em
Suburbs
Come on make some noise
D
Ohh whoa ohh

C
I know my life is gettin' better
G
It's on no matter what the weather
Em
We gonna celebrate together
D
All night long

C
Singing like wooa
             G
Singing like wooa

Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america
C
It's true
G
Baby it's true
Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america

C
I pledge ageliance to the home of the brave
G
Blue jeans, ball caps, and football games
Em
Fireworks outside on the 4th of july
D
Summer night barbeque
Bring the apple pie
C
From the cowboys riding in the pickup trucks
G
To the girls in the city screamin' turn it up
Em             D
Cuz we're made in america

Wooohh
Singin' like woohhh
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
In america
C
It's true
G
Baby it's true
Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america

C
Singing like wooa
             G
Singing like wooa

Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
D
In america
C
It's true
G
Baby it's true
Em
Cuz we're made in, made in, made in
In america
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